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Frames in modular lattices generate rings by von Neumann’s extension of the 
classical representation theorem for projective geometries. In this paper it is shown 
that frames of congruence relations of algebras in congruence modular varieties 
gcneratc rings which are also “endomorphism rings” in some sense. To achicvc this 
goal, homomorphisms between Abelian congruences and certain congruences on 
free algebras are investtgated. As an applicatton, we relate the congruence identitles 
of a modular variety to its ring. 0 1987 Acdcmc Pirr*. Ins. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If R is a ring (with unit), and M is a (left) R-module, then for any n 2 3, 
the R-module M” has a canonical n-frame in its lattice of sub-modules, viz: 
the y1 projection kernels together with the diagonal submodule. This 
n-frame produces a ring via the now classical von Neumann c~or- 
dinatization process, Cl.51, which is nothing but Endj, 
modules correspond to congruence relations in the general algebraic set- 
ting, it is of interest to find frames of congruences in congruence modular 
varieties and analogously find the correct definition of endomorphism %o 
extend this result. We introduce two kinds of machinery which seem to 
have independent technical interest as well as the desired applications. 
First, the generalized concept of homomorphism between Abelian con- 
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gruences is related to several group and module structures inherent in a 
congruence modular variety. Second, free algebras have certain congruen- 
ces that behave particularly nicely with respect to the commutator and 
distributivity. 

If CI is a congruence (on some algebra A in a congruence modular variety 
V) such that the interval [0, E] contains a spanning n-frame, then c1 has to 
be Abelian. Furthermore, the existence of such a spanning n-frame 
produces a representation of A as a libred product over A/a of n algebras 
Bi such that n elements of the n-frame become associated with the IZ projec- 
tion congruences and the algebras B, (or more precisely, certain congruen- 
ces of them) become “isomorphic” in a special way. This representation is 
the content of Section 3. 

Given an n-frame of congruences, the elements of the associated ring are 
the congruences that are complements of a particular frame generated 
element in a certain interval. In Section 4 we attach to each such com- 
plement a “homomorphism” (a concrete function between algebras) in a 
bijective way. This allows us to define the “endomorphism ring” of any 
Abelian congruence in the variety and to show that the “endomorphism 
ring” of the generic Abelian congruence is the ring of the variety as defined 
in Freese and McKenzie [S]. 

Section 5 investigates so called partition congruences on V-free algebras, 
and provides the technical results required in subsequent sections. A main 
resuls here shows that the commutator of “independent” partition con- 
gruences is their meet. This allows one to conclude that the commutator in 
a congruence modular variety is indeed the “universal pre-image intersec- 
tion” in a very canonical way. 

Since RRn, the free R-module on y1 generators, has R as its frame induced 
ring for every IZE N, it is of interest to know if the free algebra on IZ 
generators has attached to it a “free n-frame” and what the rings of these 
frames are. In Section 6 we show that there is a natural candidate for “the 
free n-frame in V,” and that for each IZ, the ring of this frame is the ring of 
the variety. For each set U we also produce, in the Uth copower of the free 
algebra on IZ generators, a “copower” frame whose ring in the R-module 
case is the column finite U x U matrices over R. We then show that every 
“endomorphism ring” in V is in HS of the set of all such “matrix rings” of 
V. As a corollary we show that the ring of subvariety of V is always a 
homomorphic image of the ring of V. 

Hutchinson and Czedli [14] showed that the congruence varieties of R- 
modules are completely determined by lattice identities that are ring 
induced, namely characteristic and divisibility laws. We show, by consider- 
ing the “free frames” and partition congruences of V, that these ring 
induced lattice identities affect the congruence variety con(V) of V as well. 
In Section 7 we find some sufficient conditions to force Con(V) to be 
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sely the congruence variety of R-modules where )7 the ring 

Finally in Section 8 we present all the “matrix rings’ of the variety of 
commutative rings and the ring of the variety of groups. This in particular 
provides yet another answer to a problem in Freese and 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In a congruence modular variety, V, there is the “‘operation” of the co 
mutator defined from Con(A)* to Con(A) for each AE 
usual rules. Freese and McKenzie [6] or Gumm [S] provide more u 
date versions of the original work of Hagemann and ~errman~ [lo]. 
will denote the commutator of x and /3 by [cn, p] in orde 
from an interval in the congruence lattice. 

(2.1) DEFINITION. For A E V, and a, p E Con(A), 

d(a, /I)=con,{(aa, bb)~ti*: (a, b)Efl) 

(a congruence on the subalgebra a of A*). As is well known, the com- 
mutator of 0: and fl can now be described as 

(a, h) E [cc, PI iff (au, ah) E d(a, p). 

A further important result involves the almost Mal’cev or d@erence term of 
a congruence modular variety. 

(2.2) THEOREM. In each congruence modular variety there exists a ter- 
nary term, d, satisfying: 

(1) d(x, x, y) = y is an identity of V; 

(2) For A E V, 8 E Con(A), and xBy, we have d(x, y, y) [e, BI] x; 

(3) If f is an n-ary term of a/, A E V, 8 E Con(A), and a, 
Oc (i.e., a,@h,&,, for all i), then 

We recall that a congruence 0 E Con(A) is called Abelian if [O, 01 = 0,. An 
algebra A E is Abelian if 1 A is Abelian. From ~errrna~~ [ 1 1 ] we obtain 
the structure of Abelian algebras. 

(2.3) THEOREM. An algebra A E V is Abeiian if and only z@” it is affine, 
that is, there exists an Abelian group structure (A; + ) -: 0) on at 
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(1) Each operation of A is affie, i.e., there is a cf E A such that f - c,~ 
is a group homomorphism; 

(2) x - y + z is a term function on A. 

Note that the difference term, d, is the desired term function in (2). 

(2.4) THEOREM. Let 0 be an Abelian congruence of the algebra A, and 
take c E A. Then x + y := (d(x, c, y) defines an Abelian group structure on 
c/e with zero c, and minus -x = d(c, x, c), such that d(x, y, z) = x - y + z. 
This group is denoted by G(8, c). 

Thus for an Abelian congruence, the difference term restricted to a single 
class is a Mal’cev permutability term. Actually, the group G(8, c) is a 
module over a particular ring. 

Let F = F,(u, v) be the free algebra in a congruence modular variety V, 
and define y := con&u, a) and y’ := [y, y]. The generic Abelian congruence 
of V is the congruence r := y/y’ E Con(F/y’). Let U’ = u/y’ and v’ = v/y’. The 
ring of the variety, R(V), is the set of all y’ classes of binary idempotent 
terms, r’ = r/y’, where r(z), v) = v holds in V. The operations are: 

0 := v’, 

1 := u’, 

r’ + s’ := d(r, v, s)‘, 

r’ x s’ := r(s(u, v), v)‘. 

The left R(V) module M(f3, c) has additive group G(8, c), and if mOc then 

r’m := r(m, c). 

For permutability of congruences, we have the following result of Gumm 
(see [6] or [S]). 

(2.5) THEOREM. For A E V and 8, $ E Con(A), 0 permutes with $ iff O(“) 
permutes with $J@” for some n, m EN ijjf eCn) permutes with $Y(~) for all n, 
m E N. Here 8’” + I) := [B(“), 8(“)] with e(“) := 0 is the solvability sequence. 

If cpi: Aj -+ S (iE I) is a family of homomorphisms, the fibred product or 
common pullback of the (pi is the algebra P (cp,: ie I) whose underlying set 
is P(cp,: iEI)= {aEn(Ai: itz1): qj(ai)=cpj(aj) for all i,jEI}. A result that 
provides an internal description of such libred products of finitely many 
homomorphisms is 

(2.6) THEOREM. Let A be an algebra, and let (ej: i= l,..., n) be a family 
of congruences on A with 6=x (Bi: i= l,..., n). Then A is the yinite) fibred 
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product of the canonical homomorphisms JC~: A/S, --, 
family (6j: i= I,..., n) satisfies 

if and only if the 

(11 (Si: i= l,..., n) = 0, 

(2) (I7 (0,: jEJ))o (n (tl,: kE K)) fir every partition (9, 
{ l,..., YE >. 

lar case of the above occurs when p is a congruence on an al 
1-1, and cp, is the canonical epimorphism for each i= I,..., n. 

e pullback is described as 

pCnl = (b E B”: bi~bj, all 1:, j>. 

This algebra is called the nth power of the congruence p. 
We refer the reader to Day [ I] for a more detailed description of frames 

and recall here only the essentials. For n 3 2, an n-frame in a lattice L is an 
(n + 1 )-tuple x = (x0,..., x,) satisfying: 

C(x,:j#i)=lx, all t 

and 

xj~(xk:k#i,j)=Ox all i # j, 

where l,(O,) is the join (resp. meet) of all x,. We say that the n-frame x 
spans the interval CO,, l,] G L. If arbitrary elements x0,..., x, of L are 
given, we define v := JJ (C (xi: j# i): all i), u := C (xi C (xk: k # i, j): all 
i#j), and d, := (u $ xj)u = u + xiv. Now d := (dO,~.., d,,) is the n-frame 
generated by x. The frame d spans [u, v], and x is an n-frame iff pb = 
frame in L is an n-frame for some II > 2. 

An important example of a frame of congruences is the following. Let d 
be an Abelian congruence of A, and consider the following congruences of 
the algebra B[“l: 

~i={(a,b):ai=b,forallj#i); 

A,(8) = con( { ((a ,..., a), (b ,..., b)): aflb)). 

Note that for n = 2, @[‘I = 8, and d,(B) = d(0, 8). 

(2.7) bvm~ Y = (A,(@, VI>..., uln) as defined above is an n-frame on 
O[“’ with 1 = 6 x ‘1 ... x0 1 Qcnl and 0, =O. 

ProoJ: Let rci denote the projection kernels. We need only show that 
d,(B) is a complement of each rci and by symmetry it is enough to let i= 1. 
Define V on eLnl by a V b iff for all i # j (a,, a,) A(8, 8)(bj, bi). Since all t 
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generators of d,(8) are in V, d,(8) < V. Now for any a and b in ornl with 
a,Qb, for all i, 

Thus zi +A,(@= 1,. Also if a V b and a, = b, then for all i# 1, 
(a,, bj) E [Q,0J = 0. Hence 0 = rci d Jo) = rciV, and as comparable com- 
plements, d,(B) = V. 1 

We call the above n-frame the canonical n-frame of the Abelian congruence 
6. 

Let x be an n-frame (without loss of generality) spanning the modular 
lattice L. If for any fixed i = O,..., n an element yi E [0, xi] is given, then the 
sub n-frame determined by this yj is defined, for all j# i, by the formula 
yi := xi(yi + C (xk: k # i, j)) E [0, xi]. This n-frame spans the interval 
[0, ly] where 1 y := C ( yi: all i). The quotient n-frame of x determined by 
the sub n-frame y is the n-frame 1 y + x := (1, + x0,..., 1, + x,). Implicit in 
[ 1 ] is the following result. 

(2.8) THEOREM. Let x and y be n-frames in a modular lattice with yi = 
xi + 0, for all i = O,..., n; then l,O, + x is a quotient n-frame of x. 

The above result will be used in Section 6. The following is the diagram for 
n = 2: 

Given an n-frame x in a modular lattice L, a sub n-frame y of x, and the 
induced quotient n-frame, 1, + x, one is interested in what ring elements of 
x “lift” to ring elements of 1, + x. An easy calculation shows that the set of 
ring elements of x that do lift form a (unitary) subring. Of more impor- 
tance is whether all ring elements of the frame 1, + x are so obtained. In 
that regard the following fact, usually found in the proof that the com- 
mutator of fully invariant congruences is again fully invariant, is useful. 

(2.9) LEMMA. Let 8~Con(A), 19’= 10, fYJ, and rp: A + A be a 
homomorphism with K(P = u, where K: A + A/O is the canonical 
homomorphism. Then there exists a homomorphism I,!I: A/d’ + A/B’ such that 
the following diagram commutes. 
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w 
A ie’ 

_------_-- 

If A is projective in V, then every homomorphism from A/O’ to itself that 
commutes with the induced map K’: A/O’ + AI0 is obtained in this way. 

3. FRAMES IN CONGRUENCE LATTICES 

In this section we examine congruence frames in a congruence modular 
variety, and provide a standard representation of such via Abelian con- 
gruences. 

(3.1) LEMMA. Let a be a frame in Con( 
II,, I,] =C ([ai, ylj; i#j)<O,. 

Proof: Cl,, l,] = [l,, C (a,: j#i)] =C ([I,, “,I: j#i)=C ([C (q: 
kfj), a$j#i)=C(b,, ai]: kfj A j#i)<C (%,a,: i#j)<O,. 

From (2.5) we get 

(3.2) COROLLARY. If a is a frame in Con(A), then,for eoery yb I,, and 
~3 E [O,, I,], y and q permute. From the above results we obtain two impor- 
tant points. Firstly, the giuen frame has the same properties if we consider it 
in the factor algebra A/O,. Thus we say that a frame in Co@ 
0, = 0,. Now (3.1) gives us that, if a is 0 based, I, is Abelian. Second, given 
a Q-based frame in Con(A), a = (a,, cx ,,..., CI,), we can defiine for i= I,..., n 
pi =C (ai: ,j# i and j#O) and see that the congruences PI,..., /?, have rhe 
property that for any partition (I, J} of {I,..., n>, 
jg J) = I,. By (2.6) we obtain the following decomposition theorem. 

(3.3) THEOREM. Let a be a O-based frame in Co 
isomorphic to a fibred product of homomorphisms ‘pi: 
respect to this isomorphism the frame a corresponds to 
q,,) where xi is the ith projection kernel (i= I,..., n), vi = (nj: j # i), avkd A 
is suitably chosen. 
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The above decomposition is of particular interest when n = 2. Let S be an 
algebra and let V[S] be the class of pairs (A, a) where CI is an epimorphism 
from A + S, and Ker CI is an Abelian congruence on A. We say that (A, a) 
and (B, p) are perspective over S if in the pullback P = P(a, /I) there exists a 
common complement of rcnA and rcn in the interval [O,, zA + rcs]. 

(3.4) LEMMA. Perspectivity over S is an “equivalence relation” on V[S] 
for any S E V. 

Proof: For any (A, LX)EV[S], P(a, a) = Ker a as an algebra and 
therefore d(a, a) provides the desired common complement. Thus the 
relation is reflexive. Now assume that (A, CX), (B, /3) and (B, p), (C, y) are 
perspective over S. For P = P(a, /3, y) = ((a, b, c) E A x B x C: a(a) = P(b) = 
y(c)}, we have in Con(P) the following diagram. In the diagram we have 
labelled the congruences by the (underlying set of the) associated quotient 
algebra. ,U and v are the complements guaranteed by the given perspec- 
tivities. 

A 

P(a$) 

Now Con(P(a, y)) is isomorphic to [rcArcc, lp], and an easy calculation 
shows that pv + nArcc is the desired common complement of both rrA and 
Q. m 

There are some relations between our notion of perspectivity and the 
notions of similarity (Freese [3]) and isotopy (Gumm and Herrman [9]). 
These do not concern us here so we refer the reader to the cited papers for 
comparisons. Let us note however that in the case of ordinary modules 
perspectivity is isomorphism (cf. (5.1)). In the next section we will charac- 
terize perspectivity by means of special “homomorphisms.” 
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Now it is clear that the pairs obtained in the decomposition theorem 
(3.3) are perspective. Using the von Neumann de~nition of a frame, we can 
prove the converse of this statement to produce our final c 
of O-based frames. 

(3.5) THEOREM. If(Ai, ai) (i= l,..., n) are allperspective over 
pullback = P(a, ,..., c(,) has a O-based n-frame of the form 
where yi = n (xi : j # i). Moreover, a21 O-based n-fram have such a 
representation. 

ProoJ: Our assumptions provide us with congruences bIi = hi, E Gn 
for if1 such that ~1+Sli=~i+61ixlrl and ~16,j=n,6,,=~TI~n,. 
makes 71 = (71, ,..., n,) into dual von Neumann homogeneous n-frame. The 
rest follows from [ 13 ]. 

4. COORDINATIZATION 

By von Neumann [ 161 every n-frame n 3 4 in a modular lattice produces 
a ring. According to Day and Pickering [2] we may take ~13 3 in an 
Arguesian lattice, and by Jonsson [Unpublished] we need only a 2-frame 
in a type 1 lattice ( = isomorphic to a lattice of permuting equivalence 
relations). Now Freese and Jbnsson [4] showed that congruence 
modularity implied congruence Arguesian, and (3.2) says that any interval 
rn a congruence lattice spanned by a frame is a type 1 lattice. Therefore to 
describe the ring produced by any O-based n-frame we may restrict our- 
selves to a projective line in the n-frame; tbat is to M = 2. 

(4.1) LEMMA (Jonsson). Let (a, p, y) be a O-based 2-frame in Con( 
spanning 10, z]. Then the complements of y in [0, r] form a ring iyith M as 
zero and /I as unit with respect to the operations: 

A @ ,a = {(x, y): 3 z, t with xlz, zyy, xyt, tpy, and zort), 

/2 @p = {(x, y): 3 z, t with x/zz, zyy, xut, t,uy, and z/It). 

z H 

x Y x Y 

t t 
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ProoJ Since the right-hand sides of the definitions are clearly closed 
under all operations, we need only show that they are indeed equivalences. 
As z is Abelian, the difference term d(x, y, z) also satisfies for any (x, y) E z 
that x = d(x, y, y). The remainder of the proof that I. @ p and ,4 0 p are 
congruences can be seen in the following diagrams. The appropriate con- 
gruence labels for the edges will be as above for addition and mul- 
tiplication. 

z db 

X 

< ;L 

F 

X 

< 

Symmetry Diagram 

*...:- ‘... 
. ..* : **.. 

) : t. 
p : “4 

,.* : ‘... 
f 

j( x 

Y Y 

d(x ,i,Y) 

> 

z 

‘a.. I . ..* 
**.. : 

f.. 
J 

. . 
‘*.. . . ..’ 

‘...m. / 
-. *..” 
4.. . ...“’ 

dhys) 

Transitivity Diagram 

The proofs that the operations do indeed produce a ring is left to the 
reader. We should note that the definition of 0 did not require the full 
O-based 2-frame but only the Boolean algebra { 0, CC, y, 71. 1 
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If M is a module over a ring R, then by coordinatizing the canonical 
n-frame of 1, we obtain the endomorphism ring of n . To generalize this 
result to Abelian congruences, we have to define the concept of 
endomorphism of an Abelian congruence. Roughly speaking, it should be 
an additive map that behaves well with respect to all the operations. 

(4.2) DEFINITION. For (A, a) and (B, p) in V[S], a map from (A, LX) to 
) b) is a function <: A + B satisfying: 

(1) Po<=a. 

term f of arity n = n(f ), and every 

Since Ker a and Ker p are Abelian, A and B are both partitioned into 
groups indexed by S. These two properties then say that maps take an 
S-indexed group in A to the corresponding S-indexed group in B so that 
for any term f, C’S - St is constant on each group (i.e., equivalence class of 
3) of A. The reason why we chose exactly this definition lies partly in the 
following claim. For (A, CC) and (B, /?) in VCS], let P= 
pullback algebra with z = nA + 7~~. Recall that xy E P iff CIX = By, and 
(xy, zt) E z iff CIX = az iff py = Pt. 

(4.3) LEMMA. Every map 5: (A, ~1) + (B, b) induces a congruence COII(~) 

(xy, zt) E con( <) iff (xy, zt) E z and t = d(tz, 5x, y). 

The congruence con(t) is a complement of Z* in [0, z]. Moreover t is injec- 
tive (respectively surjective) iff con(<) 7cg = 0 (resp. con([) i- ag = 7). 

ProojY Since d(tx, 5x, y) = y, con([) is reflexive. y (2.2(3)), d(lx, rz, 
d(tz, 5x, y)) = d(tx, {x, y) = y, therefore con(t) is symmetric. Since d(&, 
&, d(tz, [x, y)) =d(&, lx, y), con(<) is transitive and con(~) is an 
equivalence relation. That con(t) is compatible with all terms follows from 
(4.2) and the fact that Ker B is Abelian. 

Now (XY, zt) EZ~ n con(E) iff x=z and t=d(s’z, tz, y) = y. 2%~ 
nA neon(S) = 0. If (xy, zt)Ez, then for u := dfcx, 52, t), we have 
p(u) = djmx, az, /3t) = /?t since CIX = CIZ. Therefore xu E B, xy~,xza con(t) ZZ, 
and 5 = 7cw + con(t). 

Now ng n con(t) = {(xv, zy): y = d(<z, 5x, y)J. Therefore C is inject&e i 
7cg n con(t) = 0. For surjectivity, we note that n + con([) = ((xy, zt): 
d(y, t, tz) E Im < >. This will be 7 iff 5 is surjective. 
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For example, recalling the group structures on the /3 classes, we have 
that xy and zt are related modulo con(E) iff t - y = lz - 5x, and this fact 
shows that con(c) is an equivalence relation. By the above formula, dif- 
ferent maps can produce the same congruence relation on P if their 
difference is constant on each equivalence class of a. 

(4.4) DEFINITION. Two maps [S 5: (A, a) -+ (B, p) are called equivalent 
(Notation: [ - 5) if for all (x, y) E Ker a, <x = d(jx, [y, 5~). 

Easy calculations show that V[S], with maps as the morphisms, is a 
category and - is an equivalence relation on each map-set. In fact - is a 
homotopy in that it respects composition of maps as well. 

(4.5) THEOREM. Let (A, a) and (B, 8) be in V[S], and let P = P(a, /?) be 
the pullback over S. There is a bijective correspondence between complements 
of rcnA in [0, z] and equivalence classes of maps from (A, a) to (B, p). 

Proof (4.3) provides one direction of our correspondence so let y be a 
complement of rc.., in [0, r], and take a set UC A representatives of CI. That 
is, a j U is a bijection of U onto S. We now can define 5 / U to satisfy 
(4.2(l)). For XE A arbitrary there exists a unique UE U such that 
(x, u)~Ker a. Moreover we have both U~U and XL$ in P, with 
(u&.4, x&d) E z. Since 7 = 7cA 0 y, and rcA n y = 0, there is a unique y E B with 
u(i yxynn, x(u. We define {x = y. 

We leave it to the reader to show that 4 is indeed a map and that this 
passage from y to 5 completes the desired correspondence. 1 

(4.6) COROLLARY. For (A, a) and (B, P)EV[S], (A, cx) and (B, /I) are 
perspective over S if and only if there is an isomorphism (in V[S]) from 
(A a) OntO (B, PI. 

It is clear from the construction of the map 4, given the congruence y, that 
equivalent maps come from different assignments in B of the initially 
chosen set U. However we can view both UC A and our choice <UC B as 
compatible selections of zeroes for the Abelian groups in both A and B. 
Moreover this assignment of zeroes uniquely determines the map 5 
corresponding to y. 

(4.7) COROLLARY. For (A, m) and (B, fi)eV[S], let (u,: SES) and (v,: 
s E S) be sections of E and /I respectively. Then every equivalence class of 
maps from (A, a) to (B, p) contains a unique member 5 satisfying su, = v, 
for all s E S. 

(4.8) DEFINITION. For (A, a) and (B, /I) E V[S], a homomorphism from 
(A, a) to (B, p) is an equivalence class of maps from (A, a) to (B, p). We 
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denote the set of all homorphisms from (A, a) to ( 

(4.9) COROLLARY. For (A, CC) and (B, /I) E V[S], 
an Abelian group under pointwise addition. 

We can also by (4.1) define an addition of equivalence classes of maps 
via their corresponding congruences on 

(4.10) THEOREM. For (A, a) and (B, b) EV[S], Hom((A, a), ( 
isomorphic to the Abelian group of all complements of 7~~ in [O, z] 
group additiorz from (4.1). 

Proof1 First, Pet some selections of zeroes be made for the groups of 
From (4.5) we have that the complements of 7tA are precisely of the 

on(l) for those t that preserve these zeroes. Now (ab, cd) E con(<) @ 
con(i) iff there exists an eEII such that ab con(t) ce, ae con([) cd (w 
abn,ae, cejz,cd, and cexBae). 

ae 

The two nontrivial edges above give us 

e -b = <(c-a), 

d-e = [(c-a). 

Therefore d- b = {(c-a) + [(c-a) = (< + [)(c - a), and ab con(( + [) cd. 
Therefore con(<) @ con( 5) G con( t + [) and as comparable complements of 
TL*, there are equal. 1 

To ease the notational burden in subsequent sections, if 8 and $ are 
Abelian congruences on algebras A and B, respectively, with A/8 and 
isomorphic, we let Hom(t?, I/J) := Hom((A, a), ( , /I)) where S= A/6, a is 
the canonical homomorphism and p is the canonical bomomo~pbis~ 
followed by the given isomorphism. We emphasize that the set Hom(0, $) 

481/109/2-I4 
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depends on the isomorphism between A/B and B/$. If A = B and 8 = rl/, we 
assume the identity from A/d to A/8 in Hom(B, 6). 

(4.11) DEFINITION. For A E V and 8 an Abelian congruence on A, the 
endomorph&m ring of 8 is End(B) = Hom(6, e), where multiplication is 
defined by composition. 

The final result of this section proves the hoped-for relationship between 
frame rings and rings of endomorphisms. 

(4.12) THEOREM. For A E V and 6 an Abelian congruence on A. The ring 
End(B) is isomorphic to the (opposite of the) ring determined by the O-based 
2-frame (A(& 0), 7c1, 7cJ ofCon( 

ProoJ: We know by (2.2) that ab A(0, 0) cd iff b - a = d - c iff d - b = 
c-a. Therefore the identity map corresponds to the congruence d(8, 0). 
Now for l, [ E End(B), ab con({) 0 x con([) cd iff the exists e, f E A such that 
ab con([) ce,fi con([) cd, ce A(0, 0)fa, (where ab 7c2cb and ce xlcd). 

ab 

The three non-trivial edges above give us: 

e-b=l(c-a), 

b-d=[(f-c), 

b-e=f-c. 

Therefore [E(c - a) = l(e - b) = [(c - f) = d- 6, and ab con([l) cd. Again 
by comparable complements con(<) 0 con([) = con([ 0 5). m 

(4.13) COROLLARY. Let a = (q,,..., a,) be a frame in Con(A) and for 
0 < i # k <n, pi = C (01~: j # i, k). Then the ring obtained by coordinatizing a 
is End(l,/Pi). 
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5. SECTIONS AND PARTITION CONGRUENCES 

In the last section we found that homomorphisms In 
quely determined by the assignments for the zeroes. These 
are merely sections of the homomorphism 01: A + , that is: functions p: 

-+ A with IX~ = id,. S will be a retract of A iff there exists a se 
a homomorphism iff Ker a has a complementary subalgebra in 
subalgebra T < A that is also a set of representatives for Ker LX. We provide 
several important relations between sections and the commutator. 

(5.1) LEMMA. Let (A, X) and (B, p) E V[S] and suppose that there exist 
homomorphic sections p: S + A and v: S -+ 
isomorphic to the set of all 5 E Hom,(A, B 
addition, (A, N) and (B, /I) are perspective, then 

Proof. For any tuple x from A we have (x, ~CXX) in the ap~roprjate 
power of Ker m. If t is a V[S]-map with v = <p (the assignment of the 
zeroes), then for a term f, [fx = d(tfpax, f&a , f(x) = d(<pfax, fimx, 
f(x) = f tx, since ,u and v are homomorphisms. 

(5.2) COROLLARY. The ring of the variety ), is isomorphic to 
End(T) where r is the generic Abelian congruence’ of 

Proof Recall that I-= y/y’ E Con(F(u, u)/y’) where ‘J := co 
7’ := [y, 71. Since (v) is a complementary subalgebra of y in 
image is such for r in F(u, v)/y’. By (5.1) we have that End(T) is 
isomorphic to the ring of homomorphisms from F(u, v)/v’ to itself that 
take VP)’ to itself and send u/y to an element in the T-class of v/-i’. Now 

(u, v), t/y’rv/y’ iff (t, v) E y. Since F(zc, 0) is free, there is a 
+ F(u, v) with I$= t and iv= v. By (2.9), [ produces a 

5: F(u, v)/y’ + F(u, v)/y’ that is as required. So we have a 4 for every tpj’ 
with (t, v) E y. It is asy to check that this correspondence is indeed a 
ring isomorphism. 

For our next results we need some facts about equivalen 
ces induced by functions and homomorphisms. If 4: A -+ i 
is a function [resp. homomorphism], then there exists a preimage 

e [resp. congruence] relation function 4”: Eq(B) + Q(A) [resp. 
) + Con(A)] defined by 

We will use the same notation to describe either of these functions. Since 4” 
preserves arbitrary intersections ( = meets), there exists adjoint functions 
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4”: Eq(A) -+ Eq(B) [resp. 4”: Con(A) -+ Con(B)] that are arbitrary join 
preserving. These are defined by: 

@‘Cal = eck{(4(x), d(v)): (x2 Y) E ~11, 

and 

d”b1 = conAW(xh c4v)): (x2 Y) E 4) 

respectively. 

(5.3) LEMMA. Let cp: A -+ B be an epimorphism and let ,a: B + A be a 
section. Define 

M(q, p) = {a E Con(A): $[a] G ~“(a)}. 

Then the following properties hold. 

(1) M(cp, p) is a sublattice of Con(A) containing [0, Ker ~1 and all 
conA($[P]) for fi E Con(B). 

(2) 9” is a lattice epimorphism from M(cp, p) onto Con(B). 

(3) Ker q is a neutral element in the lattice M(cp, p). 

Proof: If a, y E M(cp, p), then 

fp”[u + y] = cp”[u] + q”[y] G p”[u] + /P[y] c $[a + y] 

and 

Therefore M(cp, p) is a sublattice of Con(A). If a c Ker cp then q”[cr] = 
0 ~“[a] and CI E M(cp, p). For /I E Con(B), q”[conA($‘[/?])] = 
conB(q”[$‘[P]]) = conB[fi] = /I c pL”[conA(u”[/?])]. For the second 
statement, if (u, u)EP’[~] then (,rq ~U)EU and (u, v)= ((P~u, (P~LU) E 
(~“[a]. Therefore, for cr~M(cp, p), cp”[a] =~“[cI]. Thus q” is meet- 
preserving as well, and a lattice epimorphism onto Con(B). Finally 
if a, Y E M(cp, P) and (x, Y) E (u + Ker ~P)(Y + Ker 401, then (cpx, CPY) E 
$[(a + Ker cp)(y + Ker v)] = qo”[(cc + Ker cp)] cp”[(y + Ker cp)] = 
(~“[a] q”[y] = cp”[ay]. Therefore we obtain (a + Ker cp)(y + Ker cp) = 
q”gP[(a+ Ker cp)(y + Ker cp)] = cp”qY’[ay] = ay + Ker q. i 

When p is a homomorphic section, we obtain an important format for 
certain commutators. 

(5.4) LEMMA. If cp: A + B be an epimorphism and p: B + A is a section, 
then for all fi E Con(B), [Ker cp, $‘[p]l = Ker q n p*[p]. 
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Proof. Define a homomorphism I/I: A + K = Ker y, by $a := (a, ,qaa). 
This map is well defined since qp = id, and is a homomorphism since p is. 
Now for p E Con(B), $“[$‘[p]] = conKi ( (by 14~ (PY, PY) >: x8.4 15: 
A(K, p”“[p]). For (u, v)EK~$‘[P], we have ~qu=~c@v= w, a 
(uw, VW) = E d(lc, $[p]). Therefore (u, v) E [K, $‘[fi]J and we have the 
desired equality. 1 

(5.5) COROLLARY. Let X be a set, xf YE X, and let CJ be a partition 
on X with X/CT = {x}. Then ,for F = F,(X), [con,~, GO~&X, y)] = 
conFc n con,(x, y). 

Proqf: Let Y= x‘\{x}, G = F,( Y), and consider the retraction 
cp: F + G with section pu: G + F defined by cpx = y and ,U the inclusion 
YE X. Then Ker cp = con&x, y) and $‘[con,(o / 

We can do much better than this. 

(5.6) DEFINITION. Let Part(X) be the set of all partitions on a set X, 
and let F = F,(X). A partition congruence on F is a congruence of the form 
conFo for some D E Part(X). A set C c Part(X) is called cycle-i~de~ende~t If 
for any n E N, x E X”, and (r E c” with x1 CT~ x2 IJ* . X,B,X, if x1 ,..., x, are aII 
distinct, then g’l = g2 = ... = (T,. A set D of partition congruences is 
called cycle-independent if so are the corresponding let 
z(X) := con,( 1 X). 

(5.7) THEOREM. Let D be a cycle-independent set of partition congruen- 
ces on = F,(X). Then the following hold. 

(I ) The sublattice of Con(F) generated by D is distributive. 

(2) For distinct a, p E D [[a, /I] = c( n 8. 

(5.8) THEOREM. For any partition congruences ct, PE Con(F(X)), we 
have 

The proofs of these theorems require some technical lemmas. The first is 
just a restatement of the definition. 
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(5.9) LEMMA. A set {cT~: iE I} of partitions is cycle-independent iff for 
every set {pi: iEZ} satisfying 

(a) pi d ui, all i E I and 

(b) C {gi: iEZ} =C {p,: iEI}, 

pi=oi, all iGI. 

(5.10) LEMMA. Ifp, r~ E Part(X), then there exists a partition p’ < p such 
that p + CJ = p’ + rs and (p’, CT} is cycle-independent. 

ProoJ: By Zorn’s Lemma, there is a maximal p’ d p such that {p’, C} is 
cycly-independent. If p + (T = p’ + r~, then there are x, y E X with (x, y) E 
p\(p’ + 0). Let p” be the partition generated by p’ and the pair (x, y). Thus 
p” is p’ with the U = x/p’ and V = y/p’ joined. By the maximality of p’, 
{p”, G} is not cycle-independent, so let x E X” and rr E {p”, 0)” provide a 
cycle of minimal length. This says that p” and 0 must alternate in the cycle 
with no “edge” in op”. Since {p’, CT> is cycle-independent at least one edge 
of this cycle must come from p”\p’. If two such edges, (ui , zl, ) and (u,, v,), 
were in the cycle, then we could eliminate all edges and points between a1 
and u2 inclusively. Therefore this minimal cycle contains only one edge 
(u, u) from p”\p’. But now (u, v) E p’ + g and hence also (x, y), a contradic- 
tion. i 

(5.11) COROLLARY. Every partition is the join of a cycle-independent set 
of principal partitions. 

(5.12) COROLLARY. If D is a cycle-independent set, and each 71 E D is the 
sum of the cycle-independent set D,, then U (D,: IT E D} is again a cycle- 
independent set. 

Proof of (5.7). By the above properties of cycle-independent sets and 
the compactness of congruence lattices, we may assume that both D and X 
are finite, and that d consists of principal congruences. We then proceed by 
induction on the cardinality of D. 

As is well known, each finite cycle-free graph has a vertex of degree 1. 
Hence there exists x, y E X such that CI = con,(x, y) ED and for all other 
BED the pair generating p is in Y =X\(x). From (5.3) and (5.5) we 
obtain a sublattice M of Con(F(X)) with the following properties. 

(a) M contains D; 

(b) c( is neutral in M; 

(c) [a, /I] =c$ for all PeD\(a}. 

By induction and (a), we have that (D\{ cz} ) is a distributive sublattice of 
M, and by (b) (D) is also distributive sublattice of M. 1 
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Proof of (5.8). Re(l), there is by (5.10) a fi’<p such that (ct, /?‘I is 
cycle-independent and a +/?=cc+/?‘. By modularity we get fi =fl’+ a/I 
Therefore 

Re(2), we first observe that for partition congruences y < 6, y[[6, 6]= 
1~1, 61 follows from (1). Therefore 

~Bua+P,cc+Pn=a[TP,CI+Pn=Cr(~P,an+[[8,Bn) 
= b, fin +my pn = b, m. 

(3) is just a special case of our observation in the proof of (2). 
Re(4). Again let /3 = p’ + c$ with c( and p’ cycle-independent. Then 

~m,d =m,d =w,d + bb, rn =~im,d + bp, in 
ar+ w,d = b, b/n + bp, tn 
6 ua, m + bp, ~a. I 

Let us mention two interesting results related to the above concepts. 

(5.13) LEMMA. Let V be a congruence modular variety, and let a and p 
be nontrivial partition congruences on some F,(X) for j X/ > 3. rfc! and /I are 
not cycle-independent and [[a, p] = a n 8, then is congruence distributive. 

Proof: It will be enough to show that for all A E V, and all a, bE A, 
con,(a, b) = [con,(a, b), con,(a, b)]. This will follow if we show that the 
statement holds for A = F,(x, y) with a= x, and b = y. This latter 
statement will follow from the existence of x # y E X with (x, y) E [[z,, zxJ 
by taking any homomorphism, cp, from F,(X) onto F,(x, y) that fixes 
x and Y. (Then ix, Y) E (PW~, 4) d k@h), ~O”t~xll = Uc~ntx, 14 
CQ+, a.) 

Let /Xl 3 3, and take c and p in Eq(X) that are cycle dependent, let 
01 =con(a) and P=con(p), and assume that o! A ,f?= [a, $1. e have 2 
cases: 

Case 1. ar\p#O. 

In this case, we have x# YEX with (x, y)ED A p<cr A p= [a,/?] < 
UT,> rx] as desired. 
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Case 2. 0 A p = 0. 

Since CJ and p are cycle dependent, there exists distinct x, y E X part of a 
proper c--p cycle. Thus 1 XI 34, and we may assume without loss of 
generality that (x, y)~ g. Let pX be the partition { (xf, x\{x> >, and define 
1= r~ A ,u~. If y = con(x, y), and 6 = con(A), then we have 

(1) a=yv6; 

(2) y66vP; 

(3) (4 Y) $6 * B. 

Thus P A (Y v 4 = B * a = U, Y v 4 = EP, ~1 v f/A 61 d (P A Y) v (P A 6) 
<p A (y v a), and /I, y, and 6 generate a distributive sublattice. From (2) 
(3), and the fact that y will be cycle-independent together with any par- 
tition congruence that does not contain (x, v), we obtain 

(x9 Y) E Y = Y A (6 v B) = (Y * 4 v (Y * PI = b, aI v IIY, PI1 

= IY, P v a d IT,, rxn. 

Therefore V is congruence distributive. 1 

The second result delines the commutator via free algebras. In [lo], one of 
the original characterizations of [a, pj for CI, p E Con(A) was in terms 
of pre-image algebras q: B --f A and pre-image congruences cr, r E Con(B) 
of CI and b, respectively. The gist of this characterization is that 
[a, fin < cp*[o n z]. From (5.7) we obtain a categorical characterization of 
the commutator using a “universal” pre-image. 

(5.14) THEOREM. Let V be a congruence modular variety, and take 
A EV. Define G= F,(Ax2), v: G --+ A by v(a, i)= a, and for iE2, 
pi: A -+ G, pi(a) = (a, i). Then for all CI, p E Con(A) 

14 PI = vYcon&X~l) n cm&XPl)l~ 

ProoJ: The partition congruences conG(&[a]) and conG(&‘[p]) are 
clearly cycle-independent. 1 

6. FREE FRAMES IN V 

The ability to generate a frame from an arbitrary finite set of elements in 
a modular lattice has not been exploited as yet. By Section 2, we can take 
any IZ + 1 congruences on an algebra of V and generate a (possibly trivial) 
frame. Since the congruence lattices of free algebras are the “biggest” in the 
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obvious homomorphic way, it makes good sense to look there for 
interesting frames. 

EFINITION. Let F = F,(n + 1) be the free algebra in 
(0, l,..., rz} for n 3 2. For i<n, let yi := con&i, if 

addition is computed as modulo n + 1. The free n-frame in 
= (do,..., 6,,) in Con(F) generated by the congruences y,,,. 

the top of this frame by z(n + l), and the bottom by O(IZ + I ). 
From Section 2, we get that o(n + 1) = C (rj C (yk: k # i, j): i # j), and 

~(n+ l)=C (y,: j#i) for any i<n. Therefore 6,=~, +m(n+I) for all i. 
From (5.5) or (5.7) we have even more. 

(6.2) LEMMA. For any n 3 2, o(n + 1) = [[+n + I), ~(n + 4 )I. 

Proof1 For any i # j, ‘Jo and yzj := C (yk: k # i, j) are ~y~~~-i~de~e~de~t. 
Therefore w(n + 1) = C ( [yi, yiil]: i#j)=C (2 (Is;;, y,J: j#i): i<n)= 
c (b!, z(n+ I)]: idn)= [z(n+ l), z(n+ l)]. 

(6.3) THEOREM. For all n 3 3, the rings induced by the free n-frames are 
ali isomorphic to the ring of the variety. 

ProofI Let cp: F,(n + 2) + F,(n + 1) be t e homomorphism that is the 
identity on the generators save that cp(n + 1 = n. The kernel of y, is then 
~onr,~+~)(~, n + 1) 6 ~(n + 2), and cp”[o(n + 2)] = q”[z(n + 2), T(n + 210 = 
{cp”[z(re + 2)], q”[z(n + 2)]j = [z(n + l), s(n + l)] = o(n + 1). Therefore 
the interval [o(n + l), z(n + l)] in Con(F(n + I)) is isomorphic to the 
interval [con FCn+2j(n, n + 1) + o(n + 2), z(n + 2)] ix-i Con(F(n + 2)). 
Since conFcn + *,(n, n+ 1)+w(n+2)=6, for the free (n+ l)-frame in 
Con(F(n + 2)), the rings generated by the two frames are isomorphic. 

Now consider the free 2-frame in Con(F(3)). The rmg consists of the 
complements of say 6, in the interval [o(3), ~.(3)]. Now factoring out &o(3) 
and using the representation of (4.13) give us that this is actually End(T) 
which is the ring of the variety by (5.2). 

ased on (3.3), the reader will be able to prove the following decom- 
position theorem. 

(6.4) THEOREM. For each n 3 2, F(n + 1 )/o(n + 1) is isomorphic to r[“j. 

(6.5) COROLLARY. The ring of a variety is isomorphic to the ring of its 
idempotent reduct. 

Prooj Now u(3)+ yO = yO + y1y2 holds in F(3). (3)lYO is 
isomorphic to F(2) and o(3)= [z(3), z(3)] corresponds to o(2) (=y’) 
under this isomorphism. Thus two idempotent binary terms, Y and s, are 
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congruent modulo y’ iff there exists an n E N and ternary terms to,..., t, such 
that the following equations hold in V: 

4x2 Y) = t,(x, Y, z) and Sk Y) = L(X, YY z), 

tib, Y? Y) = ti+ 1(x, Y> Y) for i even, 

tit4 x, z) = ti, 1(x, 4 z) and ti(x, y, x) = tj+ 1(x, y, x) for i odd. 

Since Y and s are idempotent, it follows that all fi are idempotent and the 
congruency modulo y’ carries over to the idempotent reduct. 1 

We now investigate why the frames detined in (6.1) are indeed “free”. 

(6.6) LEMMA. Let p be a O-based n-frame in an algebra A E V. Then for 
every id n and (x, y) E pi there exists a unique a E A”+’ with ai =x, 
ai+l = y, and (aj,aj+,)Epj++l for allj<n. 

ProoJ: An easy exercise based on the permutability of the p;s, and the 
fact that they are a frame. 1 

(6.7) DEFINITION. Let p be a O-based n-frame on AEV. We define 
U(,u)= {aEA”+‘: ai~iai+,forallidn}.Fora~U(~),cp,:F(n+l)-+Ais 
the homomorphism defined by qa(i) = ai. 

(6.8) LEMMA. Let p be a O-based n-frame on A E V. For each a E U(p) 
and each i 6 n, we have: 

(1) CpZCYil EPi (i.e. Yi G(P~CPil)2 
(2) w(n + 1) s Ker (Pi, and 

(3) 6; c cp:[pi] (i.e. cp;[S,] C pi). 

ProoJ: Since yi = conFcn + l,(i, i + l), (1) is clear by the definition 
U(P). (21, w(n+l)=C(Y.C(Yk: ‘,’ ’ ’ 

&q>l[p.] x(I>y& 1: k#i j): i#j)cC’(@‘[p.] ~“~~;,J,‘i k>T1j)F: 
i#j)a=i (cp:[pyC;pk: k#i, j)]: i#j)=Ker ia. i3) t%llows from the fact 
that 6,=o(n+ l)+y;. 1 

Now consider the set X:= U(p) x (n + 1). F(X) is the copower of 
F(n + l), U(p) times and we have an epimorphism cp: F(X) -+ A defined 
by rp(a, i) = q,(i). cp is surjective since every element of A belongs to some 
tuple in U(p). Thus the n-frame p in A is isomorphic to a frame in 
Con(F(X)). 
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(6.9) LEMMA. For the epimorphism cp: F(X) -+ A given above, de3n.e 
partitions 0, on X for i = O,..., n by 

and let 6 be the n-frame generated by the partition congruences c~n,~,,(o,). 
If 6 spans the interval [IO, z], then the frame 1-1 is isomorphic to the quotient 
,frame, 6 + (z n Ker q), of 6. 

ProoJ: From Section 2, we have that 6, = (ii + w, and w = [z, ~1. 
Mimicking (6.8); we obtain for all i 

(1) cp”[oi] s pi (i.e. G; c qO”[pi]), 

(2) w c_ Ker rp, and 

(3) 6, c p”[p,] (i.e. (p”[6,] S ,ui). 

Since cp is surjective and by (6.6), ~“[a~] =pi for all i 

(4) rp”[pj] = 6; + Ker cp, and 

(5) co.45 ~JCon(A~ is isomorphic to [Ker cp, z + Ker ~]Con(FCXI). 

Since [IT n Ker cp, ~lCon~~~X~~ is isomorphic to [Ker q, z + Ker (p]Con~F~X~~, 
we have our desired isomorphism by (2.8). 

If we would make the following terms precise, we have proven that any 
n-frame in V is isomorphic to a quotient of a “copower” of the free n-frame. 
This should justify the adjective “free” in our definition (6.1). We will be 
more concerned with the rings associated with the quotient and the 
“copower” frames. 

Let us first consider the “copower” frame in F,( $7 x (n + I)), for some set 
U. By (4.13) and (6.3), its ring is End(T,), where F= 1, Yu= 
CO%({(% al): uW), -fu=c yu, y”], and To =y,/y;. - Mod 
for some ring R, then End(T,) is easily calculated to be the ring of all 
column finite U x U matrices over R ( = R(V)). We do not have such sim- 
ple description in general. Before presenting what description we have, we 
give the results based on (6.9). 

(6.10) FINITIQN. Let V be a congruence dular variety. Then for 
every set the Uth ring of the variety V is R, ) = End(l”L,). 

(6.11) THEOREM. The endomorphism ring of any Abelian congruence 6 in 
is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of a subring of 1 for Q 

suitable set U. 
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Proof. Indeed, by (6.9), a quotient of a copower frame comes from an 
algebra C that sits in the diagram 

F(Ux2)+F(Ux2)/y;+C+F(Ux2)/yu=F(U). 

Since F(U) is projective, (5.1) says the ring comes from endomorphisms of 
C that commute with the map C -+ F( U x 2)/y,,. Since F( U x 2) is free these 
lift to endomorphisms of F( U x 2) commuting with F( U x 2) + F( U x 2)/y u 
which drop a la (2.8) to endomorphisms of r”. 1 

A similar argument yields 

(6.12) THEOREM. If W is a subvariety of V then R(W) is a homomorphic 
image of R(V). 

By examining the proof of (5.2) we see that R,,(V) can be described as the 
set of all sequences, (t:: u E U), of y; equivalence classes of terms t, E F, 
u E U, that satisfy for all u E U: 

t,((x,: iE U), (xi: iE U))=x,. 

The addition of these sequences is “pointwise” and the multiplication is 
given by: 

(r::uEU)x(s::uEU)=(t::uEU), 

where t,((x,: ie U), (y,: in U))=r((si((xj: Jo U), (y,: Jo U)): ie U), (yi: 
i E U)). 

The endomorphism associated with the sequence (t:: u E U) is of course 
the function ((x1) = t: and ((y:) = y: for all u E U. We can break this 
endomorphism down into U “columns” by defining for each ZJ E U the 
“column” endomorphism 

5uw = Y: if v fu, 

5,(x:) = t:, 

and 

L(Y3 = Y: all v. 

Now the original endomorphism 5 becomes a U-indexed family of “special” 
endomorphisms (5, : u E U), each of which is zero save at one coordinate. 

Let u be the coordinate where a “special” endomorphism [ is nonzero, 
and assume i(x:) = t’TuyI. Since t is a term, it depends on only finitely 
many variables. Thus there is a finite subset VE U such that u E V and 
t’r, y:. We may then restrict 5 to F( V x 2) and examine the TV class of yb. 
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Since we have not succeeded in obtaining a reasonable general descrip- 
tion of this class, save that it does have a fibred product representation 
with / I/j factors, we will not continue this argument. It is clear though that 
every 5 E R,(V) has some sort of column finite Ux U matrix represen- 
tation. The underlying ring is, however, not yet reduced to the ring of the 

In Section 8 we will examine the particular varieties of com- 
mutative rings and groups. 

7. CONGRUENCE VARIETY APPLICATIONS 

The congruence varieties of module varieties were completely classifie 
by Hutchinson and Cztdli in [14]. These varieties are of course nothing 
but the affine (or Abelian) congruence modular varieties. It would be 
interest then to know how the ring of a congruence modular variety 
affects the congruence identities that hold in Con(V), the congruence 
variety determined by V. By Wille [ 171 and/or Pixley [ 1 
Con(V) = Con(V’), where V’ is the idempotent r 
by (6.5) that R(V) =R(V’), and therefore Con( 
congruence varieties of all modules over the respective rings. We wish to 
investigate the connections between these two congruence varieties. 

(7. I ) LEMMA. Let V be a congruence modular variety, 9 and 8 an 
Abelian congruence on A. Then [O, O]...,,, l Con( 

Proof Let S be a set of representatives of 8, and for each s E S, let 
0, s) be the R = R(V) module structure on the 8-clas 
o. Finaliy, let M = n (M(t?, s): s E S). If II/ c 0, then 

module of M(0, s). It is easy to check that the mapping $ 
a lattice embedding of [O, O] into Con(M). 

THEOREM. For any congruence modular variety 

ProoJ We may assume that V is idempotent. This implies that 
T(2) = 1 FcZl in Con(F(2)). Let A := F(2)/[11, I], then ) and A have 

e same underlying set. The II generated free module in the variety of ali 
modules is (RR)‘, the congruence lattices of these modules (n = I,&...) 

generate Con(R). By the results in [6], (RR)n is po nomially equivalen% to 
A”. Therefore, Con(R) E Con(Ab(V)) G Con(V). 

EFINITION. A congruence modular variety 
Con(R(V)) or V is congruence distributive. 
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Thus V is smooth iff its idempotent reduct is smooth. Every Abelian 
variety is smooth, and there is no modular variety, which is known not to 
be smooth. To determine if a variety is smooth, we need to examine the 
congruence lattices of finitely generated free algebras. Again by [15] or 
[ 171, we need not consider the whole lattice but only those congruences 
generated by partition congruences. This is also a corollary of (5.3). 

(7.4) DEFINITION. For a variety V, Part,(n) is the sublattice of 
Con(F,(n)) generated by the partition congruences {conF(z): 7~ E Part(n)}. 

(7.5) COROLLARY. A congruence modular variety that is not congruence 
distributive is smooth iff Part,(n) E Con(R(V)) for all n E N. 

For each n > 2, the restricted interval [o(n + l), z(n + l)] sits at 
the top of P = Part,(n + 1). If w(n + 1) were a neutral element of this 
lattice, we would have Part,(n + 1) isomorphic to a sublattice of 
COPY o(n + l)] x[w(n+ l), z(n + l)]. Thus a lattice identity holds in 
Part,(n + 1) iff it holds in these two intervals. Now suppose [o(n + l), 
w(n+ l)] is neutral in [O,, o(n + l)]. This interval would then be 
isomorphic to a sublattice of [0, [o(n+ l), o(n+ l)]] x[[[w(n+ l), 
co(n+ l)], o(n+ 11. By (7.1), [[o(n+ l), o(n+ l)J, w(n+ l)] is in Con- 
(R(V)) as well as [co(n + l), z(n + l)], and we are again left with worrying 
about the bottom interval. If we could iterate this procedure, and in finitely 
many steps we arrive at a congruence o such that [O,, a] is a distributive 
lattice (we have reasons to hope this is the case in general), then the variety 
would be smooth. We need however the neutrality of all the iterations. 

We have shown in (5.8(3)) that w(n + 1) distributes with any two par- 
tition congruences. Unfortunately, we were not able to prove this for two 
arbitrary elements in Part,(n + 1). We therefore pose the following 
problem. 

(7.6) PROBLEM. Is o(n + 1) always neutral in the interval [0, z(n + l)] 
of Part,(n + l)? 

(5.8( 1)) is another case of a partial result that would be useful for all 
elements of Part,(n + 1). From this result we obtained (5.8(3)). Its “global” 
form is an important commutator identity. 

(7.7) LEMMA. Let V be a congruence modular variety satisfying the com- 
mutator identity (Cl): cr[ilfi, flj < [a, 811. Then V satisfies: 

(1) (a < P implies 44 PI = la, PI 1; 
(2) For any 8, Co, 01 is neutral in the interval [0, 01. 
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Proof: One inclusion in (1) is given by (Cl); the other comes from 
x d /I. Re(2): for any GI < 8, a[6,0j = [a, 01 and hence meeting with Es, $1 
is a join homomorphism. 1 

By Freese and McKenzie [S], every residually small congruence ~~d~~a~ 
variety satisfies (Cl ). Therefore we have the following 

(7.8) THEOREM. Every residually small, solvable, congruence modular 
variety is smooth. 

Of course we do not need a common degree of solvency, along with 
(Cl), to obtain smoothness. By a modification of our iterated sequence we 
can produce other smooth varieties. 

(7.9) THEOREM. Every residually small, locally finite, congruence 
modular variety is smooth. 

Proof For such a variety, we need only show that Con( 
Con(R(V)) for every finite algebra A in V. e construct a sequence B = 
Go > 8, > > e,, = 0 in Con(A) by defining for each a E Con(A), 

a# = [[a, a], 

= v, 

if M has no lower cover v 

that is neutral in [O, E] 

if v is a lower cover that is neutral in [0, CX]. 

Then 19,+! := 8#, starting with 0, = 1. 
We need only show that this sequence is strictly decreasing until it 

becomes constantly 0. If !x has no lower covers that are neutral in [0, X] 
and CY > 0, then for any (existing!) lower cover v there exists & y do! sue 
that 

v < v + By < (v + P)(v + y) d a. 

Therefore [a, al = [v + /?, v + ya d v + /3y = v < a, and 
interval [e,, Q,,,] is either distributive or in Con(R( 
(7.1) that Con(A) E Con(R(V)). 1 

Unfortunately, this proof cannot be generalized in a straightforward 
manner, because it is not true (without (Cl)) that the congruence [Ii, I] of 
an algebra A is neutral in the congruence lattice of A. To give an example, 
let R be the 8 element ring over the two element field with basis a, b, c, 
where a2 = h and all other products of the basis elements are zero. Then 
Con(K) is isomorphic to M,,,, pictured below. 
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8. THE RINGS OF Two VARIETIES 

In this section, we present the rings, RJCRing), of the variety of all 
commutative rings and the ring, R(Gr), of the variety of all groups. We 
supply a proof only in the case of CRing and refer the reader to Zlatos 
[lS] for the group case (actually due to Bodo Sivak) and for the case of 
rings in general. 

In CRing, the free algebra on a set U is given by Z[ U], the ring of all 
polynomials on U variables. 

(8.1) THEOREM. The ring of the variety of commutative rings is Z[x]. 

Proof The free algebra F generated by u and v in the variety of com- 
mutative rings is B[u, v]. Hence the ideal corresponding to y = con,(u, v) is 
(U - v)F, and the ideal corresponding to y’ = [y, yj is (U - v)~F. If p E F, 
then p(u, v) - p(v, v) is divisble by U-V. Applying this observation twice 
we get that every p E F can be written as p(u, v) = p,,(v) + (u-v) pi(v) + 
(u-v)’ q(u, v). Hence, the polynomialsp(u, v) = p,,(v) + (u-v) pi(u) form a 
set of representatives for y’. Now p is congruent to ZI modulo y iff pO(v) = v. 
Thus, the elements of the r-class of v’ are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the polynomials pl. It is easy to verify that this correspondence is a 
ring isomorphism between Z[x] and the ring of the variety. 1 

(8.2) COROLLARY. The Uth ring of the variety of all commutative rings 
is the ring of column finite U x U matrices over the ring Z[U]. 

Proof: We designate our U x 2 variables as (uO, ui : u E U}. The 
relevant terms in F( U x 2) are then, for each u E U: 
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wherep,, EZ[(W~: WE U}] andp,, = 0 for almost all U. Application of the 
multiplication rules from the end of Section 6 supplies the desired 
isomorpbism of rings. 1 

(8.3) THEOREM [lS]. The Uth ring of the variety of groups is the riplg of 
all columm finite UX U matrices over the group ring, Z[F(U)], where F(U) 
is the jbee group on U generators. 
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